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The Village at the Mouth of the River:
 A Biography of Basil Fernando
LeRoyRobinson
Basil Fernando, an attorney, is a poet and short story writer.
He was born in October 1944 at Palliyawatte, a village in Hendala, Wattala, Sri
Lanka.
As a young boy he attended the village primary school.
He attended high school at St. Anthony's College, Wattala, and St. Benedict's
College, Kotahena.
In 1972 he graduated from the Faculty of Law, the University of Ceylon, Colom-
bo.
Until December 1981 he was a teacher of English as a second language in the
Sub-Department of English, Sri Jayawardenapura University, Nugegoda.
In 1982 he began his legal practice.
In 1984 Basil Fernando started working as a human rights lawyer. He filed
manywrits of habeas corpus and handled other cases allegedly involving torture of ex-
tra-judicial killing by the security forces of his country.
In 1989 four of his immediate colleagues were killed within a period of six mon-
ths, and he was warned by a police officer friendly to him that his safety could not be
guaranteed.
In September 1989 he took up work as an appeals lawyer stationed in Hong
Kong by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. He reviews cases
of Vietnamese refugees.
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There are a few impressions of his childhood still very vivid in Basil 
Fernando's mind: the seashore where fishermen lived, the household of 
Luku-mama, his uncle; and the conversations of his father's friends. And 
Sister Pascal, his teacher at his kindergarten, Hod£ya, which literally means 
alphabet. 
Basil remembers an area covered by a reef in the sea bounding his 
village. The sea was rough, but the reef-protected area was like a natural 
swimming pool - particularly during Varakan, the period when the 
fishermen could not go to sea in their theppan. 
That is where Basil and his childhood friends sometimes went to 
bathe in the sea, without the knowledge of their parents .. 
His constant companions were two other boys from his neighborhood, 
Victor and Aloysius, the former an altarboy, the latter a Buddhist. One of 
Basil's poems goes: "In childhood we were threeNictor, Aloysius and me". 
Sometimes they went for a swim accompanied by visiting priests. 
For Basil, the seashore was a mysterious place. Small crabs ran 
everywhere, following the waves, which reached the shore gently after be-
ing subdued by the reef. 
There were all sorts of seashells. 
Adding to the mystery, there was a part of an airplane that was stuck 
near the reef. Some people said it had been shot down during the one day 
air raid by Japanese planes at the end of the second world war. But no one 
really knew how it got there. 
There were also some concrete holes dug in the sand by the British ar-
my, perhaps in expectation of an attack from the sea .. But there were so 
few of them people could not guess as to what practical use they would have 
been in such an event. 
The beach was mysterious for Basil, but even there he and his friends 
were not far away from the realities in his country. They would often see a 
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long line of ships anchored outside the harbor. This meant there was a dock 
strike going on at the harbor. 
Some of the dock workers lived in Palliyawatte, and from their conver-
sations Basil learned a lot about these strikes, during which these 
dockworkers were very excited. 
They were among the first generation of industrial workers who had 
gone out of their village to work. 
The experiences they were exposed to in Colombo made them in-
teresting to listen to. 
If the strikes lasted a long time they would return to the jobs they did 
in the village as fishermen or washermen. 
Sometimes their stories had a colorful aspect - smuggling. 
Palliyawatte was famous in Sri Lanka as a center of smuggling. Some 
local policemen became "rich" by "confiscating" smuggled goods. Very few 
of such "confiscations" were brought to court. 
Also colorful were the more adventurous younger fishermen who fix-
ed motors to their theppan and went out to meet incoming ships. With the 
sailors of those ships they exchanged various food items and local currency 
for foreign goods such as whiskey, watches, radios. 
There were police spies around, so the exchanges had to be done 
quickly. They had to return to shore quickly and bury the things they had 
just bought until they could safely transport them to shop owners in 
neighboring towns and in Colombo. 
Sometimes the shop owners would come in their cars and take these 
things away. 
A good part of the profit went to these outsiders. And there were 
some people who made quite a fortune out of this smuggling business. 
But the fishermen were content with what they got because that was 
more than what they could have earned by way of fishing. 
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Yet fishermen were always poor. They did not know of thrift. They 
spent all they got in a few days. They spent lavishly. 
The women showed off a bit by wearing expensive sari even to Sun-
day Mass. They would put one-hundred rupee notes in the church collection 
box for others to see. 
At times the poor villagers were influenced by the vanities of the bet-
ter off people. But they soon got tired of doing too many things they were 
not used to doing. They returned to their normal routine, and they felt more 
safe. 
For fishermen extra money only made sense when they could get 
drunk, the only pleasure that they craved for. 
A drunken fisherman was often more witty than when he was sober. 
When they were not drunk the fishermen were very silent. 
The villagers in good humor sometimes told stories of fishermen who 
in their drunken condition visited the parish priest (normally they were 
afraid to go near and talk to him)to have a discussion with him on such 
topics as the existence of a deity or priestly celibacy. 
The fishermen were essentially generous people who at times felt 
sorry about the loneliness of their priests whom they loved and respected 
very much. 
It was also not an infrequent sight to see a drunken villager standing 
in the evening at the gate of the grave yard talking loudly to some loved one 
among the dead as if he were talking with some one living. 
When he recalls the seashore where most of the fishemen had their 
homes Basil Fernando cannot help thinking of a couple of married women of 
the fishermen caste who had hamy added to their first names, Ana-hamy 
and Sido-hamy. 
Both were elderly women when Basil was a small child and like most 
old women of that area they had loud voices. Ana-hamy was much shorter 
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than Sido-hamy but fairer. Both had many children who were already grown 
up. 
Having adult male fishermen as sons meant both had to intervene in 
many disputes. Sometimes the disputes were among the fishermen 
themselves. They fought hard, and often even during small disputes they 
tested each other's physical strength. 
One sad aspect of their lives was that they remembered their dif-
ferences for a long time. Tit for tat was a law as it were. 
When the men fought it was only women who could intervene and try 
to settle matters. 
The Pieta always reminds Basil Fernando of Ana-hamy and Sido-
hamy and many other mothers who held their wounded sons in their arms 
waiting for vehicles to take them to doctors. 
These mothers also had problems with the police. When one of their 
sons was taken to the nearest police station in Watt ala it often meant that 
he would be mercilessly beaten up. 
Those days when police stations did not have buildings as big as those 
they have today to hear people yelling inside the police station was an every 
day occurrence. 
According to Basil Fernando such incidents are even worse today but 
now an attempt is often made to do this out of sight. 
After such beatings it was a freuqent sight to see mothers like Ana-
hamy and Sido-hamy going with gonika kola, creeper leaves, to make a kade 
for their sons. When a villager looked for gonika kola everybody knew that 
someone was at the police station. 
This kade was considered an effective treatment after torture. Basil 
Fernando has been told by a Sri Lankan refugee in Hong Kong that con-
sidering the beatings he had undergone he was advised by an Ayurvedic doc-
tor to drink kade for one whole year. 
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Even in normal times (the forties and fifties were normal times) the 
people's perception of the police was that of tormenters and fabricators. 
As a lawyer Basil Fernando says that torture is so much an everyday 
affair in Sri Lanka that it may be said to be the most important aspect of 
criminal investigation. 
Before he himself learned about this aspect of criminal investigation 
as a practicing lawyer, Basil had seen it as an almost everyday experience as 
a child. 
People had very hard attitudes against the police. A common saying 
among the criminal lawyers of Sri Lanka is "Once a policemen never a 
gentleman". Basil says this is no exaggeration of the lawyers. It is only a 
reflection of the people's mind, of one of their permanent problems. Had 
this not been so, had Sri Lankan independence been accompanied by a ge-
nuine effort to build a civilized police force that could win the confidence of 
the people, the violence- of the 1970s and 1980s might not have come about 
at all, Basil says. 
In his childhood he listened to many political speeches. Such speech 
making was a part of the Sri Lankan way of life at the time. 
When the 1953 hartal happened he was only nine. Three years later 
the 1956 election, which is considered an enormous event in Sri Lankan 
political history, took place. Both were preceded by many lively discussions 
among the people. 
But Basil did not hear a single speech, he did not read any piece of 
writing, that addressed itself to the question of the reform of the police. 
As Basil Fernando now puts it, "There was some sort of presumption 
that this was a matter that no one could really do anything about. If some of-
ficer went really too far, maybe you could petition and do something about 
it. But day to day violence, torture and extraction of bribes was taken as a 
given way of life, an unalterable part of the Sri Lankan way of life". 
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To illustrate, Basil Fernando refers to the character of Ronald Merric 
in the film "Jewel in the Crown" as not only a true portrayal of the police in 
British India in the first half of this century but also a true symbol of the 
sort of police that operated in other British colonies such as Sri Lanka. 
Merric saw the relationship of policemen to other citizen as one sym-
bolic of the relationship between ruler and ruled. What happened between 
them was a political affair. The policeman could engage in any sort of frame 
up or any form of torture in dealing with the subjects. 
Merric knows that Hari Kumar, the young Indian who had returned 
from England where he was educated in a prestigious school, had not com-
mitted the crime of raping Miss Manners, a British young woman Merric 
was interested in. 
But Merric tortured Kumar one whole night, framed false charges of 
rape against him and when this approach failed he sent Kumar to jail under 
allegations of his engaging in subversive activities. 
Merric, the British officer, did not go so far as to kill his victim. 
Basil Fernando says that since the 1980s even this limit is not observ-
ed in thousands of cases in Sri Lanka. 
The Indian Congress Party achieved a great deal in repudiating the 
heritage of the Ronald Merric type in their police. But in Sri Lanka there 
was no such attempt. In this respect, Basil Fernando says, Indian in-
dependence has a proud record that Sri Lankan independence lacks. 
No wonder the word independence did not have deep emotional 
significance to the adults Basil knew in his childhood. Despite the change in 
political power, their tormentors had remained the same. 
Ana-hamy and Sido-hamy went around Palliyawatte everyday selling 
fish caught by their husbands. When they had no catch they would buy from 
other fishermen at the seashore when Theppan arrived from the sea. As 
they sold the fish, they would chat with the other villagers and some-
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times stop to chew betel with them. 
In his poem "Remembering Mother" Basil says: "The evening 
was/the time for discussion of/all sorts of things/including politics". 
The constant participants in these discussions were Basil's father 
Peduru(popularly called Pepayin)and Pettra-Aiya, a washerman who was 
Mr. Fernando's best friend and closest neighbor, and Alisandiris, who was a 
worker in Colombo and in his free time a hired hand for ironing clothes, 
often helping Mr. Fernando, and Anavirala, the church leader of Ape-Pet-
tha who was employed in Colombo who had the qualities of a rural leader. 
Many others joined these discussions on and off. 
During the second world war the British provided people in Sri Lanka 
with a lot of war news by radio and in newspapers. Basil can remember 
references to war time in their discussions even in the early fifties. 
Sinhala newspapers were usually sensational in style and provided the 
subject matter of day to day discussions. One such newspaper was called 
"Janatha" (People). Workers and tradeunion-based parties who were called 
leftists also produced newspapers on a smaller scale, but poople who went 
to Colombo brought them back to the village when they returned in the 
evening. 
It was usual for some one to read these papers aloud. Others listened 
while working, All the newspapers had columns for poems, and these ware 
sung aloud. Usually these poems were saucy comments on day to day 
politics. 
One constant topic for discussion was the parliamentary debates 
which were reported in detail in the press. People in Palliyawatte knew who 
the good speakers were. Their own member of parliament up to 1956 was 
one Mr. Jayasuriya, a rich landowner who, according to the older people, 
had never made any speech. Maybe he had, but he had not impressed the 
older people in any way. Even though they had voted for him they used to 
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say good humoredly that their representative was fined in parliament for 
sleeping during the debates. 
Basil Fernando does not know that the occasion was that gave rise to 
this kind of talk, but he heard this comment many times. 
Basil's father and his companions often had differing views on many 
matters and they would argue for many hours. Their conversations were 
always polite and civil. In those days people did not fear that to say this or 
that would result in some vicious consequence. 
Political authority was still something that existed far away. People 
had their private lives and personal views. 
Basil Fernando's poem "Sharing Betel" is about these conversations: 
Sharing betel 
They used to talk 
Of Suez Canal War 
And events of similar sorts 
In that pensive, serious 
Humorous, rural way 
Parts of Janatha Paper 
Read aloud 
Radio listened to 
With comments ... 
The friendships among Basil Fernando's father and his friends were 
very genuine. They respected each other. On occasions of utsawa, family 
festivals, these friends enjoyed the pride of place. For those occasions they 
dressed very elegantly. 
Pettra-Aiya, who was a migrant from the South (like Konaiya in Basil 
Fernando's short story of the same name), had settled in Palliyawatte for a 
long time. He was the only Buddhist who remained a Buddhist in the part of 
the village where Fernando's family lived. 
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His wife Sopi-Akka was the only woman in this area who smoked a 
cigar. Other women chewed betel. 
Pettra-Aiya dressed in the national dress, white sarong and white long 
sleeved banyan. He wore a belt with pockets on it. 
Basil's father would wear a sarong and a Western style coat with gold 
buttons, and a long silver havapiya around the wrist. When he was younger 
he had worn the panawa, a semi-circular comb in his hair, as seen in his wed-
ding photograph. 
On Sundays Basil's father and his companions and others played 
Elle (rounders) with bamboo bats and tennis balls. Sometimes they played 
matches with men from other villages. If the outside team came to 
Palliyawatte on one Sunday the local team would visit the other village a 
few Sundays later. The teams would be accompanied by many other people. 
During these matches loudspeakers were used and gramophone 
records would be played. The only one who had a gramophone was Pettra-
Aiya. Children were not allowed to go near the gramophone as the villagers 
believed that the gramophone needle had some substance on it that could 
cause leprosy. 
Basil Fernando remembers seeing a statue of a rich man called Alwis 
who was a landowner (his former lands are still called "Alwiswatte")trying 
to take a gramophone needle out of his foot. The story is that he died after 
being pricked by one. The actual cause of his death may have been tetanus. 
People were not very used to technology then. 
There were two rich men in Palliyawatte at the time. One was a land 
and fiber mill owner who was known as a miser. In front of the fiber mill 
there was a large water tank connected to the canal by a narrow waterway. 
Coconut husks were put in this tank to soak for many months before they 
were taken out and transformed into fiber after being milled in an ancient 
type of mill. The coconut husks were brought to the tank from nearby areas 
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in trucks. Coconut owners in these areas sold the husks to the fiber mill 
after the husks were separated from the shells. They would wait until small 
mountains of husks were collected before transporting them to the mill. The 
mill constantly caused water pollution and created a foul smell. The water 
tank was a breeding ground for mosquitoes. 
The mill workers came from outside the village of Palliyawatte. The 
local washermen, fishermen and other villagers stayed away from the work 
at the mill. Once a worker worked in this mill for a few months his body was 
covered with gedi, big marks, due to mosquito bites and polluted water. 
Mill workers spent most of the working day inside the tank, the water 
reaching neck high most of the time. Their wage were low. No unions were 
allowed. And in those days no one thought of insurance. 
As the prices of food items were low the mill workers could manage. 
They had their lunch in a little eating shop run by the mill owner's brother. 
They paid their bills at the end of the month. For lunch they would have 
half a loaf of bread, a curry (fish, beef or parripp) and coconut sam bal. 
Most village people had their lunch at home and always ate rice with a 
few curries. 
The mill owner was a man rooted in the village and had many coconut 
lands, most of which he may have inherited. 
People said that he had a big basement in his house where he hid his 
money. This proved true in the 1970s when a socialist-minded finance 
minister invalidated the fifty rupee note and issued a new note. A deadline 
was declared for the exchange of old notes for new ones. According to the 
village people, the mill owner had to open a huge hole in his basement to 
take the money out. 
The mill owner did not trust banks. He wanted to have his money 
close to him. Money hoarded in this way was a hindrance to circulation, the 
finance minister argued. The mill owner may also have wanted to evade pay-
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ing his taxes. However, his distrust of the modern economy may have been 
his real motivation. 
Though he was considered to be very rich by local standards, his sole 
business was the mill. Also he did not know how to speak English, the 
language of business in Colombo, and so he may have restricted his business 
activity to the village. 
The other rich man in Palliywatte was the owner of a bus company 
who later had many other businesses too, like the transport of fish. Villagers 
said that he had come up in the world in a difficult way. He had first come 
to the village as a bread distributor. He had married a village woman and 
had children. How exactly he built one of the largest businesses in the area 
is not known to Basil Fernando. 
As he grew rich, he learned English. He often gave huge parties for 
other rich people to which prominent United National Party politicians 
came. By giving huge donations to this political party, he also got many 
honorary titles from the Queen of England. He had a long list of these titles 
and the receiving of each was an occasion for a big party. During the parties 
there were fire works displays. That was the villagers' share of the parties. 
Having a bus company and a huge garage meant having quite a lot of 
workers. Most of these workers too came from outside Palliyawatte. Hiring 
and firing were his privilege. There were no unions. If a worker wanted to 
keep his job he had to submit to anything and do whatever he was told even 
though some of these things had nothing to do with being a driver, conduc-
tor or garage worker or helper. 
One such task was to participate in the owner's mini-army, a sort of 
para-military force of those days. As people said, the police were in the bus 
owner's pocket. Basil Fernando remarks: "This is quite easy in Sri Lanka if 
you have enough money to spare". The bus owner had that in plenty. 
This mini-army was used in operations in land grabbing. Before the 
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army left, a siren would be sounded. 
At the beginning the people of the village were afraid of this army. 
Much later when Basil Fernando was going through some leftist 
newspapers of this period he came across a news headline: Hanuma gama 
ginitiyayi. Hanuma burns the village. It was the bus owner who was refer-
red to as Hanuma. In the Indian classic Ramayana Hanumen is a monkey 
who sets a place ablaze with its tail. The word Hanuma also had the popular 
meaning of "ugly face". 
The writer of that article had captured the popular hatred with which 
village people reacted to the land grabbing operations of the rich man which 
were carried out within the protection of the law. 
Who gave the bus owner the idea of a private mini-army? It may have 
come from someone connected with the political party to which he gave 
money so lavishly. According to Basil Fernando, this party was known from 
its very start to have engaged in violence of this sort throughout the coun-
try. 
Martin Wickramasinghe, the best known novelist Sri Lanka has yet 
produced, captures this in his novel Gamperaliya, later produced as a film 
by Lester James Peiris. In the novel, the local capitalist uses violence 
against trade unions and people's demonstrations. 
Basil Fernando repeats: "The use of paramilitary type organizations 
was an integral part of United National Party politics from the very incep-
tion." 
Today these kinds of forces have acquired the name "death squads" 
and are one of the most important factors in Sri Lanka's national ca-
tastrophe. 
"It can be said without any hesitation that the United National Party is 
the most violent political party that the country has ever produced". 
Basil Fernando says he learned about this as a child - the mini-
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army of the bus owner, the legal protection that he had, and how even 
courts were manipulated to provide protection for him. This was an integral 
part of Basil Fernando's perception of society he was living in as a child. 
However, the people of Palliyawatte defeated the mini-army - but 
not before losing a number of lands to the bus owner. These lands are still 
there in Palliyawatte, most of them wasteland. 
It was the people of Ape-Petthe who led the fight against the army of 
the bus owner. The leaders were Anavi-Rala, a' friend of Basil's father, and 
Gemaiya and his sons.' 
It is said that the bus owner tried to win over Gemaiya but failed. 
Basil's father played a prominent role in this behind the scenes, and all the 
participants in this struggle had a very high regard for him. 
After many secret meetings, the villagers waylaid the army. People 
got ready. When a siren rang, they sent their wives and children to safe 
places. Some of the men were on coconut trees with samll bombs in their 
hands. They were looking for Hanuma himself. They made a surprise at-
tack that would make any guerrilla proud. Hanuma retreated never to 
return. The villagers still have this land. 
In this struggle it was only the Samasamaja Party (Equality Party) 
that took the side of the people. Villagers say that Welpala Rohula, then a 
young radical monk, who later became an internationally known Buddhist 
scholar, was one of the speakers who addressed them during this struggle. 
The United National Party's M. P. Jayasuriya tried to pacify the peo-
ple, to persuade them not to resist the land grabber. 
During this time a Samasamaja Party candidate for the town council 
seat in this Catholic village where Samasamaja Party members were usually 
excommunicated won the seat. Excommunication meant that they could not 
have a church wedding and would not be buried in the church burial 
grounds. 
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This was a rather strong social stigma in those days, but by the show 
of true solidarity among the people in their actual struggles such pressures 
were defeated. 
However, this story had an sad ending. A number of villagers in-
cluding the 'sons of Jemaiya were brought before courts and by manipula-
tion of the legal system were put into jail for a number of years. 
Basil Fernando has made several unsuccessful attempts to get hold of 
the court records of this case. After some years records in magistrate courts 
are usually destroyed. 
It is said that at the end of his life the bus owner regretted his land 
grabbing operations. After his death in the seventies, his large house has 
been rented out as a hotel. Villagers who believe that wrong doers are 
punished before their death say that the bus owner suffered from a long il-
lness. 
Basil Fernando has visited this house since it became a hotel. On the 
walls there still appear some quotations from the Bible. They. are the 
pleadings of a sinner asking forgiveness. 
But the villagers never forgave him. 
The present owner of the hotel says that even now when people pass 
the place they utter bad language. 
There is also a story about the marriage of this rich man. As he found 
a place in the society of influential people, he became ashamed of his wife 
and sent her back to her own family's house, where she she lived the rest of 
her life. 
Once a parish priest was seen jumping over the wall of the rich man's 
house, and the rich man was chasing him with a big stick. The priest had 
gone to the house to discuss a family reunion. 
After the 1956 elections, all bus services were nationalized. This was a 
big event for the villagers of Palliyawatte who distributed kiri-bath (milk 
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rice) and kevum on the roads to celebrate it. To the workers of the bus com-
pany too it was a big event. They no longer had to submit to their 
employer's fancies to maintain their jobs. 
Some say the 1956 election was won on the Sinhala Only policy. To 
people in Palliywatte the significance of that policy was entirely lost. To 
them, the elction meant the end of the power of their most erstwhile enemy. 
Basil Fernando remembers one inciddent in this election campaign 
very vividly. Then Prime Minister John Kotalawela visited Palliyawatte. He 
stopped near the Palama bridge. There was a crowd around. On his way, 
the Prime Minister had seen a dummy made of buns exhibited in one place. 
This was a reminder that the government had stopped the giving of buns to 
students for their midday meal. In his speech the Prime Minister referred to 
this incident and challenged the man who had put up this dummy to a 
physical fight if he was in the crowd. To Basil this confirmed a slogan he 
had seen written across the road during this time: "Bandunghi viraya, appe 
rate buruwa" - Hero of Bandung, Ass in our Country.* No wonder the 
man could win only eight of the l08 seats in the parliament at that elec-
tion. (At the Bandung Conference this same prime minister had called In-
dian Prime Minister Nehru out for a physical fight). 
A more significant impression was made on Basil by the event in 
August 1953 that is known as Hartal. This was a protest against the in-
crease in the price of rationed rice, the removal of school children's mid-day 
buns, and an increase in the price of sugar. 
Sinhalese and Tamils, workers and peasants, participated in an island-
wide protest that paralyzed the administration. The cabinet ministers fled 
to a British warship, the HMS Newfoundland, which happened to be in the 
Colombo harbor. The ministers returned only when, by ruthless use of 
emergency powers, police were allowed to shoot unarmed protestors, killing 
several workers. 
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These workers are now honored as heroes by the labor movement in 
Sri Lanka. And every year in August the Hartal is celebrated. 
The villagers of Palliyawatte got prior notice of this event from the 
workers who worked in Colombo. The confirmation came when the buses 
that left in the morning soon returned bringing the news that there were pro-
tests. Despite political differences everyone in Palliyawatte welcomed this 
protest as it was their foodstuffs that were to be affected by price rises. 
The Hartal finally brought down the government. In the view of Basil 
Fernando this event that he witnessed as a child was the beginning of the 
modern history of Sri Lanka. 
St. Anthony's College, Wattala, was built in the 1940s by the Christian 
Brothers. It was the largest school in the whole area of Wattala. 
The man who was responsible for building St. Anthony's was Brother 
Vincent Joseph, a Czechoslovakian. Brother Vincent was known for his in-
credible energy. 
His longtime helper was an Englishman, Brother Harding, who was 
remembered for his sense of humor. Once when some old boys of the school 
told him that he had been a father and a mother to them, he replied that 
may be because his hometown was Middlesex. 
Secondary schools called "colleges" played a major role in the process 
of urbanization in Sri Lanka. The essential work of a college was to 
transform a part of the population living in the locality where the college 
was situated into a somewhat sophisticated middle class capable of finding 
employment, most as clerks in the British administrative system or in com-
panies of various sorts. It was training for "Colabo Rasaval" - jobs in Col-
ombo. In this context Colombo meant not only the capital but cities in 
general. 
By the time that Basil Fernando entered St. Anthony's the school had 
already existed for some time, and there was a considerable number of "old 
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boys" around Wattala who were grateful to their alma mater. 
The teaching of English and the Catholic religion was the most fun-
damental aim pursued at St. Anthony's as well as at other Christian colleges 
spread throughout the country. The Christian Brother had about eight such 
schools in various parts of Sri Lanka. 
A community consisting of five or six Brothers lived inside the school 
premises and looked after the overall administration of the school. Their 
presence was for the purpose of symbolizing "total commitment to the 
education of the young", which a Christian Brother was expected to follow 
as his absolute ideal. 
The Brothers were assisted by a carefully selected group of teachers 
who were expected to treat teaching not as a job but as a vocation. 
In those days it was a considerable social achievement to be a teacher 
at a college. While a teacher in a Sinhala school was addressed as Ischola 
Mahatthaya, a college teacher would be called "Sir". 
The total control of the Catholic colleges was in the hands of the 
Bishops, who exercized it through the religious congregations that owned 
the schools, which in the case of St. Anthony's College was the Congrega-
tion of Brothers of Christian Schools, popularly known as De La Salle 
Brothers, after the name of John Baptiste De La Salle, a Frenchman who 
had been declared a saint by Rome for his contribution to Christian educa-
tion. 
Before St. Anthony's was built, the place was semi-jungle land belong-
ing to a man known as Alwis Mahattaya. The land was bought piece by 
piece as the school expanded. The house where the Brothers resided was 
the former house of Alwis where he was said to have committed suicide. 
It still belongs to the Christian Brothers, though the school itself now 
belongs to the government. 
This house is said to be haunted. Basil Fernando has listened to a 
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number of Brothers who had lived in the house at various times saying that 
they have heard noises like the creaking of glass and sounds like pistol shots 
for which there is no explanation. 
The Brothers take this as some sort of a reminder of their promise to 
offer prayers for the rest of Alwis Mahataya's soul. 
St. Anthony's College has one of the largest playgrounds in Wattala. 
Brother Vincent Joseph was fond of repeating the story Df how that ground 
was levelled. 
He was short of money to level the place and was praying for some 
help. He had hung an envelope filled with sand taken from the property and 
placed it at the shrine of St. Joseph, the patron saint of the school, in the 
school chapel. 
One day Brother Vincent Joseph accidentally· knocked down a 
stranger and apologized. They talked with each other. The stranger, finding 
out about the Brother's concern about the construction of a playground, 
volunteered to give his bulldozers free of charge for the purpose. Given the 
large size of the playground it must be said that this man must have been a 
very generous person, Basil Fernando says. 
However, the Brothers could not convince the owner of the adjoined 
land to give the property to the school. He was called a pissa, a madman, 
and he was aggressive toward any student who would "encroach" on his 
land even though they were merely going to school. 
Moving from the Palliyawatte Sinhala school to St. Anthony's College 
Basil Fernando faced many difficulties. He did not even know how to spell 
his name in English. 
You were supposed to wear shoes and socks, whereas you went to 
Sinhala school bare footed. You were supposed to dress neatly, something 
that Basil's family found difficult to afford then. You were expected to play 
cricket or football, whereas the only game Basil knew was Elle, rounders, 
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which was now considered an unsuitable rural game. 
Most of Basil's new classmates came from suburban families that had 
acquired some sophistication. Their parents could move at ease in town. 
They knew how to transact business in a bank or a postoffice. They did not 
appear out of place in a court house or at a social function. They were very 
much unlike the people among whom Basil had grown up. 
Trapped in such a situation one had to act cleverly to survive. It 
would be a disaster if your classmates called you a goddaya, a term used to 
mean rural simpleton. 
So Basil Fernando had to rely on the psychological traits he had ac-
quired from the people of "Ape patthe", our own group, traits he had learn-
ed during the first twelve years of his life. 
The first rule was not to get too close to the strangers among whom 
you now had to move. Watch everything from a safe distance. 
The second rule was to pretend not to hear insulting remarks and com-
ments made against you. 
The third rule was not to show how unfamiliar you were in the new 
surroundings, behaving as if you had always been living in such surroun-
dings. 
In essence, it meant living in a way so as not to be noticed too much. 
Basil Fernando must have managed well, because not only did he not 
have any major incidents, but also he made some friends in a few months. 
St. Anthony's College was a cosmopolitan place, where race did not 
matter at all. In Basil's class there was Baddro, a Muslim who always came 
out first in the class. There were a few Tamils, and a Burgher. All the rest 
of the students were Sinhalese. 
Race based comments were unknown, Fernando says. 
His class teacher in the first year was a Burgher gentlemen. The 
arithmetic teacher was Mr. Shanmugam, a Tamil gentlemen whose family 
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had come to the Wattala area about one handred years before. 
Mr. Shanmugam was a well-known character in the school, and, Basil 
says, one cannot imagine now how his home was burned down in the 1983 
riots. He educated many generations of students during almost fifty years of 
service. According to Basil Fernando it is a clear example to show that the 
riots were not community but politically motivated. 
It is sad to say that some of Mr. Shanmugam's own old boys, who had 
links with the ruling United National Party, participated in the burning of 
his home. 
The burning of Mr. Shanmugan's home happened as a part of the bur-
ning of other houses and businesses belonging to Tamils. Unfortunately, 
schools like St. Anthony's produced many United National Party members. 
It was the ruling party that in 1983 led the racial riots .. 
Basil Fernando's poem "Just Society" is about that time. 
Mr. Shanmugam is now a very broken-hearted old man. After having 
taught so many students at St. Anthony's he must have felt very humiliated 
to have to go to a refugee camp. 
To Basil Fernando, Shanmugam is the best symbol of St. Anthony's 
College and the culture it attempted to create in Wattala. He is, on one 
hand, the symbol of the cosmopolitan culture promoted at the school. On 
the other hand, he ironically was the victim of another aspect of that 
culture, found summed up in the school motto: Duty First. 
What that meant, Basil Fernando says, was do whatever your boss 
tells you. Brother Vincent in one public speech to old boys praised one of 
the old boys who continued to work when the rest of his fellow workers sent 
out on strike. 
According to Fernando, blind obedience was an integral part of the 
Christian Brothers approach to education. 
Thus some old boys set fire to their teacher's house, blindly following 
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the orders of their party bosses. 
At St. Anthony's Basil's main interest was literature and debating. 
While in the sixth grade, he bought the poetry text prescribed for the ninth 
grade, Payawali (Anthology), edited by P. B. Alwis Perera. The book con-
tained poems of the group of poets known as Colombo poets as well as 
poems from earlier times. Basil learned almost all these poems and he could 
recite many of them even now. 
Some say the Colombo poets were not such good poets. One reason is 
that they are said to be too political. They contributed to the nationalistic 
movement for independence. 
This criticism was originated by a new generation of graduates from 
Peradeniya University who were called nisadas, free verse poets. 
Basil liked their style, but the contents of their poetry had no emo-
tional appeal to him. He still re-reads the Colombo poets and sings their 
poems to his little daughter. 
Basil Fernando stayed at St. Anthony's College for three years. In the 
third year he was befriended by Brother Cyril, a very intelligent young 
Brother. Brother Cyril was recruiting young boys who wanted to become 
Brothers in his order. Basil began to think about that. 
Basil Fernando's decision to join the Christian Brothers was a sur-
prise to his family. His mother told him that his father was not happy about 
this at all. 
Peduru Fernando was what today would be called a non-institutionaliz-
ed Christian. Although he was a regular church goer, he never sought a 
close link with the clergy. He would often say, "If you get too close to the 
church, you might become disillusioned". He was well aware that even with 
church institutions caste consciousness was very high. 
As a young boy Basil had listened to the talk of the adults about 
seminarians from so-called lower castes being ill treated in the seminaries. 
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Basil's father also thought that being a good man was good enough. 
Besides, emotionally the center of his consciousness was his family. 
He could not stay even a day away from his family. As far as he was con-
cerned, Basil's entrance into the Christian Brothers was a great loss, 
although he did not say so aloud. 
Since he wanted to appear as a strict disciplinarian he was often shy 
about showing his emotions. But Basil knows that his father was saddened 
by Basil's wish to become a Brother. 
Basil's brother Antony, who was a few years older and who by this 
time was respected in the family as the educated boy of the family, had a 
voice in family discussions. He put up a rather cunning argument on Basil's 
behalf. 
Pretending to be asleep, Basil used to listen to these family discus-
sions. 
Antony argued that nothing bad would happen to Basil in the 
Brothers even if he later returned home. Antony said that Basil was already 
too independent for his age and was moving with all sorts of people. If Basil 
continued this way, he might turn out to be someone that the family did not 
deisire him to be. Instead, with the Brothers he would keep better company 
and may turn out to be someone good even if he did not last among the 
Brothers too long. 
Basil's brother must have consulted some of his adult friends and 
spent a lot of time himself to think out this argument. He was himself a 
tenth grade student by then. His argument finally won out. 
Antony's reference to "all sorts of people" that Basil was moving with 
was a reference to unorthydox characters whose company Basil sought out 
in the evenings after returning from the college on weekends. 
One of these characters was Marsalinu, a rural drama producer, who 
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was an agnostic. He produced the play Kusumawathie Charithya, about an 
adventurous prince who fought against the devils to win the beautiful 
Kusumawathie. All the performers were men, most of them villagers from 
villages around Palliywatte. 
In the evenings these young men would gather at Marsalinu's house 
for rehearsals. Basil would creep in there somehow, and he made friends 
with quite a number of these men. As Masalinu knew Basil's father did not 
like this very much, he liked Basil more. 
Besides this, over a dispute in the altar boys union, Basil had written a 
slogan on one of the walls of the church which had made the parish priest 
very angry. 
Basil's father wanted Basil to make friends with the priest and sent 
him with some ripe mangoes from the family mango tree to the priest. 
When Basil presented the parcel to the priest, the priest asked if the parcel 
contained a bomb. 
The reputation that Basil was acquiring was not a very good one. 
Brother Cyril had to pay a special visit to this priest to get a good 
recommendation from him for Basil to enter the Brothers' juniorate. He 
gave the recommendation generously. 
This priest, Father Albert Perera was a very good man. If a beggar 
would come at dinner time he would give his own food to the beggar. He 
sometimes said his Mass at midnight, and he went with fishermen to the 
deep sea to fish. That was his way of showing his concern for the fishermen. 
This priest finally left the priesthood and married a very poor widow 
with six children. After that he had a hard life. 
Basil Fernando wrote about him in a poem, "A Prayer". 
And that man 
once your priest 
having a human heart 
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to love a widowed mother 
in deep distress 
now walks discarded, 
a scandal to your faithful. 
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In January 1960 Basil Fernando found his way to the Christian 
Brothers' motherhouse, known as Modarawatte. 
In September 1984 this house celebrated its 100th year. An extract 
from the beautiful souvenir produced for the occasion is fitting: lofty 
quarters, wafted by the Indian Ocean's saline breezes and with the sight of 
its foamy breakers, gentle at times caressing the shore, at other times 
thunderously loud digging up the sands, is the Lord's special choice, not 
wholly delectable. 
This place has been described as the "kingdom by the sea - a 
beauteous vista from off the shore or away down the coast, the apple of the 
hotelier's eye, a tourist paradise". 
The house, which has known better days, is now undergoing its worst 
times. In a recent letter to Basil Fernando from a Brother there is this: "We 
leased out a part of the mutual house to Charity sisters and they are not 
vacating after the end of their period. The police and the whole village are 
trying to solve this problem. There will be arbitration at the Bishop's palace 
over the dispute". 
When Basil Fernando entered the juniorate at Modarawatte the place 
had belonged to the Christian Brothers for almost eighty years. The junior 
novitiate itself had been started in 1925. 
By 1962 it was the local General Certificate of Examination, Grade 10, 
that one had to pass before being sent to Penang. Basil stayed there for 
three years before he went to Penang, Malaysia in January 1963. 
The first year was a dull one for Basil. As everyone was encouraged 
to speak English all the time, Basil had to keep silent most of the time. 
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It was not only the language that kept him quiet. But also the fact that 
his mind was full of things about his village. 
The geographical dislocation had an effect on his unconscious, Basil 
thinks; anyway, after the first month he wanted to return to Palliyawatte. 
But Brother Cyril asked him to stay a little longer. 
Brother Xavier, director of the juniorate, was a kind-hearted old man. 
Perhaps understanding Basil's position, he left the boy to his own ways. 
Basil made friends with a few boys like Brendon, Alfred and Giles. He 
had other friends among the seniors, like George, Joseph, Mervin, Laksman 
and others. 
In those days a boy at Grade G, which was called Senior Prep, could 
not choose his own course of study - science, art or commerce - a 
Brother would choose it for him. The more sophisticated boys were chosen 
to do science. The choice was made mostly according to junior school cer-
tificate results. 
In Basil's case, it was Brother Leander who made the choice. He was 
one of the assistants in the juniorate. Brother Leander had a preference for 
more urbanized boys, so he wanted Basil to do arts even though Basil was 
qualified to do science. 
Basil was hurt, but he did not complain. 
No one in Basil's group really did well in later exams, though many 
found their own ways later to make their contribution to society, abandon-
ing the choices made for them. 
A big change in Basil Fernando's life came in the next year when for-
tune or providence brought him into contact with a very extraordinary man, 
the Reverend Brother Alexander Cyrilus, who was made the director of 
junior novices. He later became principal of many schools, and the Provin-
cial of the Christian Brothers for Sri Lanka and Pakistan. 
Brother Alexander Cyrilus was very young then, and very short too. 
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He had a flair for the English and Sinhala languages. Basil later learned that 
he was a son of a lawyer fron Kurunegala. 
Brother Alexander Cyrilus had internalized the idea of a Christian 
Brother, the idea of the monk involved in what was called the apostate of 
teaching, and he was trying to live it with full energy. 
There are men, Basil says, who need an idea of perfection to pursue 
with all their zeal. Brother Alexander Cyrilus was one of them .. 
This idea of the monk was unchallenged at that time. With the 
Vatican Council initiated by Pope John XXIII, a richer theological content 
was added to such an ideal. But the Christian Brothers in Sri Lanka were 
slow to understand and assimilate this content. 
This situation would have caused a considerable crisis for Brothers 
like Alexander, who pursued the classical ideal of the monk with consum-
mate zeal. 
But it was Brother Alexander who talked to Basil Fernando and the 
other novitiates about The Tale of Two Cities. He offered English literature 
as a subject for the bachelor's degree, so, as Basil puts it, "he would not 
have been unfamiliar with times such as ours". 
Brother Alexander gave a short sermon every morning at 6:00 A.M. 
for their meditation, and a longer conference every Sunday. Besides, he was 
Basil's class teacher. 
Among other things, Brother Alexander encouraged Basil to write 
and to speak. In his class there was a debating team of which Basil was 
leader a few times. 
At the juniorate the novices produced a hand written magazine called 
Subasa(Good Language), a title which showed the influence of Ku-
maratunga Munidasa. 
In the class as well as in the juniorate they had a Sinhala literary 
union of which Basil later became president. 
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These activities helped Basil to some extent to come out of what he 
calls "the state of intimidation" he was living in. 
Under the influence of Brother Alexander Cyrilus, speaking English 
became easy for Basil. The first day he spoke to Brother Alexander in 
English, the Brother was very happy. He mentioned it at the following Sun-
day's conference. 
Brother Alexander was exacting as a teacher. So, when you could 
achieve the standards set by him, you could feel confident that you were pro-
gressing. 
He was such a resourceful person that it was no surprise that Basil 
wanted to become someone like him if he could. 
Brother Alexander influenced Basil Fernando very much psy-
chologically. He once said in one of his conferences "If you find opposition 
from some one from whom who expect encouragement, do not be surprised 
or be discouraged." 
For some reason that stuck in Basil's mind and helped him out in his 
difficult situation. 
In the last decades the ground on which Sri Lankan Christian tradi-
tions, including the Brothers tradition, has been rooted has been subjected 
to volcanic eruption. 
Things can never be the same again. 
Sometimes Basil's reflection into the past make him feel very sad. 
This, not withstanding, the creative and innovative spirit which was en-
couraged by persons like Brother Alexander Cyrilus is what saves him from 
despair in the present situation. 
In January 1963 nine of the novitiates including Basil Fernando were 
sent to Penang, Malaysia to the Brothers' novitiate at Pa1au-ticus for a two 
year period. It happened to be the first plane trip for all nine of them. 
The property at Palau-ticus was larger than that at Modarawatte. 
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One of the boundaries there too was the sea. 
For this two year session there were participants from three na-
tionalities, Malayans from many parts of Malaysia, a few from Burma and 
nine from Ceylon. 
The working language was English. 
There was a very large two story building consisting of several 
blocks, one of which was alloted for the novitiate. 
In other parts of the house there were a teachers training college 
managed by Christian Brothers, a scholasticate for Malayan Brothers (after 
the period of the novitiate one becomes a scholastic), a juniorate, and 
quarters for the Brothers. 
There were a number of playgrounds. There was a beautiful garden 
with lots of orchids. 
The novices consisted of two groups, the first year group and the se-
cond year group (seniors). 
The novice master of Basil Fernando's first year group was Brother 
Eric, a German who must have been in his fifties then. 
It was said that he had fled from Germany during Hitler's time and 
that two of his brothers who were Nazi soldiers had been killed during the 
war. 
He was a kind-hearted man who loved music. 
But his idea of discipline was very much Nazi-like. He discouraged too 
much reading and thinking. 
Unfortunately, Basil was beginning to do both. 
The first five months of a novice's life was devoted to the learning of 
the basic things about the Brothers order in preparation for receiving the 
Holy Habit, the dress of the Brothers. 
The ceremony for this usually took place on May 15 every year as the 
feast of St. De la Salle fell on that day. 
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The basic instruction was about the three vows: povery, chastity and 
obedience. 
In those days theology was required as part of Brother's training. 
What was imparted was some general instructions. 
For Basil, it was a disappointingly unserious beginning. Perhaps, he 
wonders, that was what the whole concept of novitiate was about, at least in 
those days. Not to take anything seriously - studies, exams. Learn to 
pray. Learn to be. And, as a visiting Jesuit once put it, learn to ask "So 
what?" For example, if you get had results in your exam, you ask yourself 
"So what?". 
For two years the general condition of Basil's mind and the minds of 
his friends was just like that. They could laugh about almost anything, even 
the dropping of a leaf. 
The time table was to get up at 5:30 A.M., meditate, and take Mass 
at 6:00 A.M. Breakfast was at 7:30, followed by study of the lengthy 
Catechism for about one hour, and then manual work until lunch time. After 
lunch and after dinner there was a time for recreation, when Brothers in 
groups would be telling jokes about the slightest things. Often there was 
singing practice. 
One week day every week was kept open for hiking. The Penang hills 
were fine for hiking. Once a month the novices went up to another house in 
the hills for a holiday of two or three days. 
By the second year there was the announcement of the Second 
Vatican Council, an event that shook the foundations of the religious orders 
in Asia. The Christian Brothers were no exception. 
To older Brothers this Council brought many difficulties. 
To most young ones it was an awakening. 
Basil Fernando began to read everything that came in about it, and 
there were many things coming in. 
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There was some excitement. 
Brother Eric, the director, went for a long holiday in Germany, one 
that he would get only once in many years. 
The one who was appointed in his place was Brother Finian; a Malay-
sian, who had studied for his degree in Ceylon, which was then known to be 
a place where very high standards of education were maintained. 
Brother Finian encouraged reading, so Basil was fortunate. He read 
all the time and was not exhausted. 
One of the great exponents of change in the Catholic church was the 
German theologian Hans Kung. He was a very lively writer too. 
Basil Fernando began eagerly to assimilate the fundamental ideas of 
the Vatican Council. 
In the 1950s Ceylon was undergoing immense changes. 
Now in the 1960s the Catholic Church was embarking into a period of 
rough weather. 
Somehow Basil Fernando felt he was prepared for such a situation by 
men like Father Restoldo and Henk Schram. 
He says that this was the beginning of his intellectual life. 
When Brother Eric came back he discovered this change. He did not 
like it very much. 
One could sympathize with his position. The whole way of life he was 
used to for almost three decades was being challenged. 
Basil was later to learn that Vatican II was a nightmare to many 
others. 
Despite intense differences - and some resentment - Basil Fer-
nando remembers Brother Eric as a father figure who did what he thought 
was correct. 
By the time he and Basil had separated, they had begun to think dif-
ferently. 
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The next batch of Brothers who came after Basil's said that they were 
told that Basil would either end up as a theologian or as a madman. 
With that prediction hanging over him, he entered the twentieth year 
of his life. 
***** 
(This is the second part of an article the first part of which was 
published in KElEl TO KElZAl, Vol. 71 NO.4, March 1992) 
